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I
PURPOSE

The purpose of the Competency Rating-Scald is to provide guidelines
I

to teachers for the infusion of 'careerguidance concepts into the:daily

school curriculum in a developmentally aoundmenner. A familiar analogy

to a rating scale is the daily process a teacher_ might use in judging a

child's reading skills:

Does the child know the vocabulary in today'S story?
Does the child know the meaning -of the story?
Can he/she name the characters?
Can he/she state the main idea?

. It may seem overwhelming to be asked to add more to the curriculum; actually,

career guidadce concepts are being taught by teachers whenever they en-

-courage communication between students, stress the'importance of study,

skills, discuss work roles, and dozens of other things teachers do every

day with students.

The Competency Rating Scale is merely an attempt to organize the

things students need to know to be effective people. _When used as suggested,

it should be a valuable tool in allowing any teacher to be.a better teacher;

it is a way of organizing and keeping track of'the skills each student has

developed in nonacademic areas, what students need to learn, and what they

have already learned. It is organized developmentally so that the cdhaparison

of individuals with peers is easy; comparison of one group with another is

also encouraged.
9

The Competency Rating Scale is not a test. It is a set of guidelines

for use by a teacher. It has been left flexible to allow the individual

-2-
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teacher or rater to devise his or her own performance indicators to

determine child's level of development, in career guidance skills.

Examples of activities or situations in which a child's performance

might be observed are contained in the GtOdance Activities section

the Comprehensive Career Guidance materials.

rr
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COMPONENTS
11' F

The Competency Rating Scale consists of a Rater's-Manual fot each

grade gr?uping, K-1, 2 -4, and 5-6 and a Cumulative Student Fo1de4wbich
A, A

is Tesigned.tb follow each student throbghout.his/her school career.

ejEach4lanual contains section's describing the criteria for rating the

students' skill level' by use of the Student RatinkForm, how
ft

0-rate the students, suggestion:4 for use,of the information obtained

through the Scale, and an Appendix containing all of the Goals and
.

-`\ Objectives for kindergarten throUgh sixth grade.

The Cumulativet6tudent Folder, ontains the'.Student Rating Form and

the Developmental Profile. there are three sets
,

of color-coded Stluient
.

R?
ng Forms, one grade'grouping KL4 2-4, and 5-6. The r-1
*

is on green paper, the 2-4-on'Yellow, and the 5-6 on blue paper. The

1
Developmenital Profile consists of a three section fold-out, one section

.
.

for each-Domain,

1/4

.1'
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A BIRDS-EYE-NIEW OF THE ORGANIZATION

The Georgia Career Caidance:trogram Orga)lizes the caLser6guidance

.

needs of students in kindergarten through grade six under rhAerinsin
.

. ,
)

.. ' .domains: $ -
e
;

Int ersonal Effectivei(ess Domain(

Work a Life,Skifls Domain ;

Life Ca er Planning Domain,

,

The student needs 'are stated in,30 comprehensive,goals. Nine goals

cluster under the InterperSonal Effectiveness- Domain, 11 under he Work

and. Life. Skills Domain, and .10 under th Life Career;Planning omain.'
,

Each goal is divided.into Developmental Objectives.' These are a

break-down of the elements pf each Goal. They,are categorized by grade

groupings; K-1, 2-4, 576.. :Here is an examp of s.Goal, a Developmental

Objective, an' gra e -grouping categories:

ifI. Interpersonal Effectiveness Domain
A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affects Behavior,

Goal: The students able to recognize that their
behavior toward others affects zithers' behavior
toward them.

1. Actions Affect Behavior
Developmental Objective K-1: The studentewill_be
Sware of the various interpersonal relationships
in their lives.

Developmental Objective 2-4:, The students wilt under-
standthe different types of responses they use in
interpersonal relationships.
Developmental Objective 5-6: The students will be aware
of how their actions affect tiTe behavior of others.

Note:. the complete listing of Domains, Goals, and
Objectives may be found in;the Appendix, pages 78
to 90, of this Manual.

°
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Each Developmental Objective has been further reduced to s?ecific'
. f . .

.I
.

. ( ,

Coimpetencies -or petrrMance objectives. IA"' exampleof a CompetenEy

for the DevelbOmental Objective .K-1 stated above is:'

define interpersonal relationships.'

The Competenciept of performance objectives specify the behavior on

L

which the child xs rated. 'Each Developmental Objective 1.14 reduced td`'-

4

severil%Competencies; a child's average performance on these indicates

his/her skill level on.that Developmental Objective.

N

4

*
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WHO SHOULD USE THE COMPETENCY RATING SCALE- .

The Competency Rating Scale is used to determine the skill lever of

students oil the Developmentatc"Objectives that are elated .to the Coals

of Career Guidance set foyth by the.Georgia State bepSrpment'of

Education:

The petsdn Who uses. the Competency Rating Scale ,to evaluate a

,f;studenes skill-level should necessarily be someonewho is'involved with

.the stu n14-ena daily basis. The rating may be a year-nog Olcess.

The logical person to do the rating, then, Would seem to be'the Class-

room teacher, in most cases. Iii team teaching situations; the teachers
r.

will need to decide at the beginning of Schoql term which students

each will be responsible for rating.

WHEN SHOULD THE COMPTUNCY RATING SCALE BE USED

The Competency Rating Scale is designed to be used4441 one of two

ways; it may be used at both the beginning and end of-the school year

or it may be used only at the end of the school term:

In the first case,, when it used at the beginning and end of the

school year, a prerating and a postrating provide the maximum information

to the current teacher and.to the future teacher of the student. The

prerating can guide the teacher in planning experiences for the class to

enhance the areas where students seem to be incompetent in career guidance
. J

skills. The' postrating would provide the Cur5ent teacher with some

indication Of growth and might enable him/her to revise reaching strategies

-8-
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for the following year. The posttating would also provide the future

teacher of the studeni with a recent opinion on the status of the student

on the carter guidance skills. It would allow him/her to make plans for

teaching before the beginning of the school term. In the case where the

Competency Rating Scale is used only at the end of the school year, it

is considered to be a postrating and has the same properties as the

postrating deperibed above. N,°"

The Competency Rating Scale Form should be completed for eech

student on one,of the two schedules described above for each school term,

kindergarten through sixthgrade. The time involved for the rater will

probably not exceed two days; the process of assessing skills continues

throughout the year, hOwevertransfer students or those repeating grade

levels will require'some special consideration.

In the case of,the transfer student, especially one transfering from

a school where the Competency Rating Scale has not been used, and thus

where there is no previous rating for th6 child, the rater should prerate

the student. This should be done Only AFTER the child has.adjusted to

the new school environment and the rater has had an opportunity to

observe the child. The rating can aid the teacher in deciding how the

new student compares to classmates on the skills rated and in determining

any curriculum adjUstment that might need to be made for this child.

In the case of the child who is repeating a grade level, the rater

merely needs to acquire a second Student Rating Form for the grade level

-9-
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The years should be recorded on it to show that the student:

7.4e.

repeited. The same Developmental Profile chart may be used; the new

profile can be completed in a different color of ink or lead. The

appropriate school year should be noted beside the rating.

Note; Use of the Developmental Profile is fully explained on page 65.

-10-
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HOW TO USE THE COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

This part of the Rater's Manuali is divided into several sections

with the intent of providing complete information in an easy-to-use

format.

The sections are:

1. Organization of the Skill Level Criteria

2. Skill Level Criteria

3. Opportunities for Rating Students

4. Example of Test Situations

5. The Rating Scale: Choosing a Degree of Proficiency

6. The Rating Form .

7. Directions for Rating Students

-12--
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ORGANIZATION OF THE SKILL LEVEL CRI'"FRIA 4

- following section is a ne of the Goals, Developmental

ObjeLLives, and Competencies for 4lIC 2.-4 developmental level. The Goals

and their Developmental Objectives and Competencies-cluster'under three

Domains: Interpersonal Effectiveness, Work and Life Skills, and Life

Career Planning.

1The Competencies are really performance objectives or behavioral

criteria for the assessment of the student's skill level at a given

Developmental Objective. All of the Developmental Objectives'and

Competencies have been written to agree with the difficulty hierarchy

of acquiring knowledge found in B. S. Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational

Objectives, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain.

Bloom divides the Cognitive Domain into the following hierarchy

f major stages:

1 ,,Knowledge
"2. _Comprehension
3. Application.
4. Analysis .
5. Synthesis-

, 6. 'valuation

.The'tbart below presents the stage of cognition emphasized, at

each ra4e level in Cher Competency` Rating Scale. Only the first two

!atag edphasized.at these grade levels.
01'

, 4
Att , / ' 4.,';.11



Stages K 1' 3 4 5 6
A

Knowledge
,1

,,,e'

y. ,., .

111111111

Comprehension

The first stage, Knowledge,' and the second stage, Comprehension,

are both used.in the 2-4 Developmental Objectives and COmpetencies.

.- Awareness is the term ysed in the Developmental Objectives to denote

the Knowledge stage oylearning.t Such.behavioral terms as defiale,',!,

describe, identify, know, list, and recognize are used in the Competencies

of the Developmental'Objectives at the Knowledge stage.

The following definitions may be of use to the rater in both

understanding the intentiof the Developmental Objectives and in knowing

what to look for in rating students on Competencies.

,Knowledg as defined here includes those behaviors (. . .)' which

emphasize the remembering, either by recognition or recall, of

ideas, material, or phenomena. The behavior expected of the stud, .f.

liin the recall situation is very similar to the behavior he was

tected to have during. the original learning situation.
,:.

(. . . . ) The process of relating and judging is also involved

to the extent that the student is expected to answer questions

or problems which-'are posed in a different form in the [evaluation]

situation than in the original,learning situatiol(Bloom, 1956, p. 62).

-14-
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DEFINITIONS

1. Define explain the nature of something or make the meaning
of something clear through statement or discussictn.

2. Deicribe tell in words how a person looks, feels, or.acts, or,4
how a place, a thing, or an event lols.

3, Identify : recognize as being a particular person car thing; prove
to be the same as something else.

4. List orally or in writing, relate a series of names, numbers,
words or phrases:

5. Recognize: remember something as having been seen or knOwn or heard
befOre., e-

Understand is the termiused in the Developmental Objectives to

denote the Comprehension stage of learning. Such behavioral terms as

compare, contrast, explain, give examples, illustrate, interpret,.and

match are used in the Competencies of the DevelopMental Objectives at

the Comprehension stage.

These definitions may be useful to the rater:

[Comprehension:) That is, when.students are c'Infronted with a

commanicatjArn, they are expected t, e municated

,to be able to make sonic use'of the :iai or ideas cOntained .

/t_
,

a it. The communiNtion may, be in oral ,r written form, in verbal

or symbolic form, or, (. . .) refer/to material in concrete form

as well as to material embodied on paper.

Although the term "comprehension" has been frequently associated

with readjmg, e.g., reading comprehension, the use to which it As

20
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being put here is a spme(hat broader one in that it is related

to's' greater variety of communications than gist encompassed by

written verbal materialp. (,. . . . ), comprehension [though] is

not made eponymous with complete understanding or'even with the'

fullest grasp-oratmessage. Heie `we are using the term ''compreensign7

to include those objectives, be4aViors, or responses which represent

an understand:trig of the literal message contained in a communication

(4pole, 1956, p. 89).
4.1

DEVINITION9,

1. Compare

i
.

,

.

: find out or point out hawhaw persons or
c

things are
alike and how they are different.

2. Contrast show differences whe compared or put side by side.

3. Explain : make plain or clear; tell the meaning of; tell how
to do; state the cause of; give reaso

4. Give Examples: make cleat ,ough appropriate stories or comparisons.

5. Illustrate : make clear or explain by stories, examples, comparisons.

hatch .4: find the equal of or one exactly like another.

J
-16-
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SKILL LEVEL CRITERIA

Developmental Level
Second Through Fourth Grades

f

Note: The I sign before any Developmental Objective indicates that,
't1ere is a complimentary activity in the Guidance Activity
section of the Comprehensive Career Guidance materials. I,

22
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7 ,4,'r .
. \...,

DOMAIN:. INTER1ERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS
i

, (.,

1 . ,
.

A. Inman Relations,Skiqs:. -,havior Affects Behavior -ti
udents.will be.able'to aeognize tat their b ehtiv or teard

, ot er- affects 001$W behavio0r6Wards/thei. /

s k ,_,..,, i

d fr, Ili ..
,,,

)
A.

#1. Type of,Respoeses:: theoiliOdentelUil -'understand the dilferent, -\

types*Of responses they use,in inter ersonal relationships., ',.

°, -
.

,

01.

4

The students are able to:
ot. r

recognize that there can be verbal of\nonVerbal responses.

Idefile verbal responses.
rr

providg_axamples .of their quiet responses.
_ h

provide-examples of their noisy verbal responses.

interpret,tbe verbal responses they give as statement ,

questions, or exclamatioys:
0

compar nd contrast the verbal responses they ,give in terms
of ple antness and unpleasantness.

*"

.,provide examples of the kiraa of verbal respNses,they use
.

with peers.

provide examples of the kinds of verbal.responses they use
, 4 _with adults.

define nonverbal responses in terms of silence, body language,
etc., l. .
provide examples of the types of nonverbal responses they
give.t

provide examples of their quiet nonverbal responses.
'I

provide examples of their noisy nonverbal responses.

.'compare and contrast their nonverbal responses in terms of
pleasantness and unpleasantness.

-18-
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I

,--'pkbvIlde examples Of'the kinds of nonverbal responses they

.

.
,

..."--

use with peers. V

*

4 . ' 4 i . . '
'provide examples of the kAnc*ko nonverbal Iesponsis they
use with adults. V '

...

.

ghat ' 1recogniie at any response is based on the interpretation
r>of whato.ms'being communicatsd.

0

/-
3

2. Actions of Others affect Behavioi: The students will be
aware how thactioni of others affect their behavi6r,

f

The studentso.are able to:h

(list varirus actionswof Other.classmateb.'

recognize how the actiontpot others affect their.feeings*
.

.

.

(emotions)." '
.

t''

.

.recomizef,how the actions of others affect the decisions.
' .

recognize how the actions of others affect their conduct.

(

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

The students will be able to.Alemonstrate an -understanding of the
process of making and keeping friendships.

.

1. Friendship Characteristics:--The students will.undertand what
skills and characteristics make up a friend ip.

The students are able to:

. recognize that Sharing is a characteristic of 0.4.endship.

giVe examples of situations whir sharing occurs in
fr.' ndship. *

.

're gnize that skill in problem- solving iv necessary for
friendship.

)..

14
'give examples'of situations where pioblem7solving\ ,occurs

inn
I ,friendship's .

-19-
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deine truv

ro

'give:examples of Situations where trust occurs as a
Aharacteristic of friendship.

'define-genuineness.

,,).

,.-

'give. exaMOies of situations where genuineness occur
-7° friendship. ;-

define - loyalty,.

'give examples of situations wbere,loyalty 'occurs
friendship.

#2. Making an4 keeping-Friendships: 'the Students will',be'ailare
,of the process of Making\snd iSePinglfriendships.

A

°

The students are able to: .

r'
recognizethat caring about others is a basic key to making
and keeping friendships.

recegnize that a disire for friendship is a;requir6e*t for
making and keeping friendships.

list ways they can initially act friendly as a means of
making pew friendships:
*(1....e, speaking kindly, beinfOgenuinely interested; sharing
activities, experenaes, feelingS,,etc.)

recognize that they development of trust andthe development
of-loyalty are ways of keeping friendships.

Human Relations Skills: Expressing Opinions and Be)iefs
J

The students will be able to demonstrate an awareness of the
various methods of expressing their bpinions and beliefs.

Opinions, Beliefs, and Factsl The students will be aware of
.

W;hat constitutes aniopinion, a belief, ,and a fact.
.

The students are able to:

-20=
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define opinion.'

4

'recognize from examples which are opinions.

'define'belief.

recognize from examples Which are beliefs.

'define fact..

kt
recognike from examples which arefacts.

'identify the rglative-strength of gliogs that is 14sociated:.
with,an opinion;-a"belief, and afact, °

Peo'le Ha 0 inions and 'Reliefs:' The stUdents wili beLawdre-
.

that all p-ple'have-e6inions and, beliefs.
. ,

The student are able

.

'list the opinions of several people'on one topic.

'list their own opinions on that same topic.

'list the beliefs of several' people on one topic.

'list their own beliefs on that same topic.

#3. Methods of Expression: The students will be aware of the
various methods of expressing opinions and beliefs.

4

The students are able to:

list verbal methods of expressing opinions and beliefs.

list nonverbal methods of expresing opinions and beliefs.

recognize those methods of expression which encourage
others to listen.

'recognize those methods of expression which encourage othbers
to respond.

'D. Human Relations Skills: Accep(able Behaviors in Groups

The students will be able to ide tify Socially acceptable behaviors it
occusing in a group situation.

-21-
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fl. Behaviors That Je, i or Hinder: The students will understand
those behavior that help or hinder group cooperation and
effect/yen

The studen are ble to:

(*ex..plain how 1 stening helps group cooperation and effectiVeness

'explain why taking turns helps group cooperation and
'effectiveness.

. ,

'explAin how paying attention helps group cooperation and
effective ss.

give ex mples of ways that participation helps group cooperation
and,ef ctiveness.

explain why encouragement helps group cooperation and
effectiVeness.
*(encourageMent focusing on assets and strengths to build

self-confidence and self-esteem.)

..

explain interruPtIng hinders group cooperation and
effectiv Ss.

explai0,boteignoring others hinders group c ration
and effectiveness.

.

'give examples of situations where not.gettir, involved
hinders group cooperation and effectiveness.

explain how discouragement hinders group cooperation and
effectiveness.
*(discouragement: focusing on mistakes and weaknesses to

erode self-confidence and esteem.)

2. Rights of Self, and Others: The students will be aware
that those behaviors which help the group to function
include observing the rights of self and others.

The students are:able to:

define the rights of self in a specific group.

define the rights of others in the same specific group.

-22--
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)

recognize hot. observing the rights of self and others
helps group cooperation and effectiOeness.

4

Relating Witk_Significant Others: Competitiveness and
Cooperetivenele

The student will be able to 'recognize die effectsvf competitiveness
and 1408$ ativeness,with both peers and adults.

Effects of Cooperativeness: The students will be aware of the
restate of cooperativeness.

The students are able to:

define cooperativeness.
*(cOoperativengas: 4orking together toward a-common goal.)

'recognize some helpful results of cdbperativeMees.
.10

'recognize some harmful results of cooperativeness.
* (i.e. a person not learning because others are doing
too much for him, etc.)

#2. Effects of Competitiveness: The students will be aware of
the results of competitiveness.

The students are able to:

'define competitiveness.
*(competitiveness: contending with others for profit, prize,

1 or position; a contest.)

recognize some helpful results of.competitiveness.

'relcognize some harmful results of competitiveness.

a

F. Relating -With-S-igniffeant Others: Famil. Rglationshi
,

The students will be able to recognfig-tba-va-lue-and_:.

establishing an effective relationship with their fami

-23-
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01. 'Protean of. Establishing Effective Family Relationships.
rhe students will aware of the protess of establishing

.diroffective famj.ly relationship. ,

The students are able to:

define an effective family relationship.

identify the belief that all persons are'squil in worth
and dignity as a part of the process of establishing effective
family relationships.

.#
recognize that respect is a part of the proces0 of establishing
effective family relationships.

'recognize that listening is a part of the.process of
establishing effective family relationships."

/ recognize that communication skills are ,necessary for the
process of establishing effective family relationships.

'recognize that cooperation is a part of the process of
establishing effective family relationships.

'recognize that regular family meetilts can be a he pfel
part of the process of-establishing, ffective family
relationships.
*(reference: Raising a%Res(rnnaible Ohild Or the S.T.E.P.
Parent's Handbook, both by D. Dinkmeyer, and G. McKay.)

G. Self Validation: ,Worthwhileness

The students will'be able to achieve feelings'of worthwhileness.

#1. :Activities: .The students will be aware of the activities they
perform that make them feel worthwhile.

The SiUdentd are able to:

'id tify those physical, activities they perform that make
the feel worthwhile.
*(),.e during recess, during P.E.,

_ ------
,

'identify those activities they perform at school that make
them feel orthwhile.

''identify those activities they perform at home that make
them feel worthwhile.

; -24-
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'identify those social activities they perform that
make them feel worthwhile.

Personal Chakaceeristics: The students will be'aware of
persoial characteristics that make them feel worthwhile.

The students are able to:

'identify some physical, emotional, intellectual, and social
characteristics.

'list characteristics that they possess,

'recognize which personal characteristics make them feel
worthwhile..

H. Self Validation: Control Over Self and Environment

The students will be able to recognize that they-can exercise
some control over themselves and their environment.

#1. Control Over Self: The students will be aware of situations
where they have gome control over themselves.

The students at able to:

'define control.

identify situations where they have some control over
themselves physically.

identify situations
intellectually.

identify situations
socially,.

identify situations
emotionally,.

where they have some control over themselves

where they have some control over thenwplves

9

where they have some control over themselves

2. Control Over Environment: The students will be aware orsituations
wher they have some control over their environment. .

p
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The students are able to

'define control.,:

'define environment.

'identify situations where they have some control over their
school environment.

-
.

'identify'slixuations where they have some control ov r their
home environment.

Adentify situations where they have some control over their
community environment.

_Self Indiyiaual Differences

The students will be abler() demonstrate an understanding that all
individuals, intlUding themaelves, have different and varying
personal characteristics and\abilities which distinguish them from
one another, and that certain of these characteristics and
abilities may change from time to time.

I. Behavior Patterns and Abilities inSe and 05hers: The
students will be aware of characteri' is behavvior patterns
and abilities in other individuals and in self.

a

The students are able to:

'define the term "characteriatic behavior patterns" as
the ways a person usually acts.

'define a characteristic ability as something a person
does often and does well.
'*(i.e. jumping rope, writing stories, drawing pictures, etF0

'list some characterstic behavior patterns that ate found
in others.

c'list some characteristi abilities that are found in others.
I

"'list some characteristic beh vior patterns that are found
'in self.

'list some 4racteristic abilities that are b d in self..
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DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS

A. Daily Living: Cons Skills

The students will
in daily living.

N.
.,

e to identify consumer skillsthat are used

01. Consumer Skills They Die: The students will be 'a of,the'
consumer4Skills that they use in their own daily,1 ing.

The students are .abla to:

recognise themselves as consumers..

list tha flroducts that they buy.

'.recognize that the ability to understand money and to
change are consumer skills they use.

Icnow that recognition of quality of merchandise in buying
isa consumer skill they use.'

recognize that the ability to comps and contrast is a
consumer, skill they use.

recognize that the determination of need, or prioiity is Eq
consumer skill they use.

.0, 'recognize that the ability to determine the. appropriate
place of purchase is:a consumer skill they use.,

/ *(i.e. shoes from aande store, food from a grocery store,etc.)
.

-f" .,
.} Daily Living: School Relevancy

di&
.

.

The students.will be abler to identify the relevancy of school
subject matter and other school experiendes to community,
home, leisure, and occupations.

1- School Experlences: The students will be aware of the school
academic and social experiences at their grade level.

A
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The students are able to:

0

.1

'list the school academic experiencei they encountered at their
grade level.

)
-,1

'list the school sociall experiences they encounter at their
grade level.

\.

#2. School Relaas to the Citizen: The students will understand
. how school academic and social.experiences relate to the role--
of citizen in a community.

The students are able to:

'list the Activities of a citizen.
voting, buying, etc.)

1

'match school academic experiences to the citizen activities
rhere they are used.

match school)locial exp4riences to the citizen, activities
where they are used.

3

. .

C. Task ResnOldibility/Employability::Dependency in Task Accomplishment(

The,students will be able to recognize that others depend on
.41'them in helping perform a task and will be able to identify
sixuations in whieh people depend on each other to, perform
certain tasks.

#1. Others Need Help: The students w
in which ethers need their help.

The students are able to:

be aware of activities

'list activities in which others need their help.

'identify activities they can heti, others,'accomplish.

-28-
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Task Raseonsibility/Empability: Value from Tasks Well Done

The students will be able to recognize' the value (personal rewaids)
which comes'from a task well done.

, .

1.- 'halts They Do Well: Of the tasks they are, able to accomelish,,
the students will be aware of those they do "'

students are` able 'to:

'list those tasks that they are, able to accomplish.

'recognise the tasks that they are able to dojsell.

#2. Criteria For Successful Task Accomplishment: The students
will be aware of their personal criteria fOr successful
task accomplishment. .

The students are able_ta:

'define a job well done on a personal ]evel.

'list their'personal criteria used to determine whetherlor
not the job was well done.

*(i.e. feelings, recognition by others, beauty etc )

4

Task Responsibility/Employability: Purpose and-Steps of'* Task

The students will be able to recognize that tasks have a purpoqe-
and that steps are followed in completing a task.

1. Tasks: The students will be aware eltitasks Carried out by
themselves and others.

The'students are able to:

'list those tasks that they carry out themselves.

'identify from examples those tasks that they can carry out
themselves.

'list tasks that are carried, out by others.

'identify from examples those-tasks that are carried out
by others.
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2. Task Purpose: Thastildents will understand the purpose
of those tasks carried out by themselves and others.

The students arpable to:

'explain the 'purposes of those tasks they carry out thems lveg
*(i.o, tell why they do it, etc.)

'explain the purposes-of those tasks Carried out by others.
*,(i.e. tell why the tasks are done, etc.)

, -

Process In'Task Accomplishment: The studenqs will be aware 9f
the major processes in task accomplishment.'

f

The students are able to:
I .1

'recognize that planning is a factor fn the process of task
accomplishment.

recognize that acting or-doing is a factor in the process of
talk accomplishment.

'recogniZe that evkluatin is a factor inthe process of task
accomplishment.

recognize that acting or redoing is sometimes a factor
in successful task accomplishment.

F. Task,ResponsibilitylEmployability: Personal Characteristics and
obi' Fields

The students will be able to recognizegcertai/personal
characteristics that are related to job fields.

1. Job Categories: The students are aware of various job
categories.

4

The students are a le to:'
J

'lilt the four visions of the U.S.O.E. Clasdification
System,

35
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5/

'describe the four divisions of the U.S.O.E. Classification,
System in their own lan(uage. .

U.S.0:E. ;Classification System

.

,

Di

F

isions,
sor

I -
/ Clusters

,

r,

-

,

BerviceGtou
-r. -

.
.

.

.

.i

... .

Consumer Educaion'and Homemaking
Public Seivices ,,

Personal SerVices _

.

Hoipitality anditecreaagn
.

. .

.

.

Business Group

.

t

,
.

\
.

Business and Office
Manufacturing .

.

Marketingand Distribution
Transpo .tion

Constru4i
.

r

.

Science Group

,

.

o

,

.

Health
I

Environmental Control - ..---

Agri-business and Natural
Resources
Marine Science

.

.
,

Communication7,Group
.

.-

.

.

,

.

.

,
,r

Communications' and Media
Fine Arts and Humanities

.

,
.
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Personal Characteristics: The students will be aware of various
Personalgtharacterietics.

The students are' able to:

define personal characteristics as ways a moon looks, (

ways a persokusually acts, and personal likes and dislikWs.

Hit some personal characteristics. ofanother'person.
*(i.e. in terms of ways he/she looks, wayi he/she usually'
.acts, and4ikes.and-dislikes0

'list some.personal cheracteriatics,of themselves.
**(0i.e. ieterms of the -way they look, the way they Usually

ct, and likes and dislikes.)

L.
acteristiciAtelate to Jobs: The students will be aware

of ow somelmrsonal characteristics can relate,tajob

The students are able to:

1.

'list personal.characteriftics Vat might go with a given job
' in terms of looks, usual acts ,'and likes and dislikes.
115(i.e. construction equipment operator; (1) looks -:big,

4r strong; (2) usual actions-physically:ctIve, likes to be'
.:..oiltsideC(3)*.likes and dislikes-prefers wOrking.with
o'--machines,;etc.)ti

I

Wor and Leisure Environments: Work and Leisure Activities

The students will be able to between work and leisure,
time activities.,

I

Work and Leisure: The students will understand the difference
between work and leisure.

/\.

The students are able,to:

explain'Alat-vir worki

expla4rthe purppseof work.

explain what leisure is.

I
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'explain the purpose of leisure.

'contrast the meaningerand purposes o Work .and leisure.

2. Work Rol se .The students will be aware of vatious work roles.

The studentm are able to:

'list their. various work iofes.

list some work, roles of others.
s'

'identify from examples''thbse that representork roles.
.0

3. Leisure Roles: The students will be aware of various leisure
rolei. j

The students are able to

'list their vatious leisure roles.
"\-

'list some leisure roles of others.

. 'identify from. examples those that represent leisure roles.

k. Work and Leis** Activities Change: The students will,be.aware
of hot; thei

Leis**
and leisure time activities have/are/and

will chaige. 4

Ai The students are able to:

Ar

r L

'list their' work activities avdifferent agel.evels.-rt 41"

'list their leisure activities at different-age evels1 ,

1/4

.

.
. .

recogn ize tilpt change in wdik and leisure /wail ies),
hawbccured.. __.)

.,

list their possibleiuture work-activities.:

lket their possible-future leisure activities.

recognize that change in work a d leisure.activities
might o&u.,

-33--
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E. Work aMd Leisure Environments: Respectlor,Work Well Done
v.

...
,

The students *ill be able to recognize that respect is due to
others for the c tributioni they make in their various roles
and when their wo k%is well done,, regardless of its nature,

-

a

. .Purposes of Work Roles; "The-Students will be-aware of the

I
purposes of variou

P
alimark.rolee.

1P.

The students are, able to:

'list several work roles:

'recognize the.purposes of some work roles.

2. Effects of Qualty Wort: The students will understand the effects
of quality woik. ,

i
....- The students are able t :

.0
define-'their, for determi4ling quality/work.

. )
give examples of quality work!.

explain about some of the effects of quaity work.

Respectr Thestbdents will,be aware that respect is dueothers
. for work that is wel4rdone.7

The atudepts are able to:'

.

..define respect.

recognize situations where people deserve respect.

recognize situations where people deserve respect irk_
well done. -0 F"°1-w'

I. Work and Leisure Environments: All 15eopIN Work

The students will be able,to raognize that all people perform
some type ofwork.
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#1. Work: ,The students will understand what work means.

f

The Students are able ioi

'explain the meaning of the Word work.

give examples of work situations.

2. How They and Others Work: The students will be of
how they and other students work. .

The-students are able to:

At their work activities.

'list some workAtetivities of other students that differ
from theirs: 4

J. Work and LeiaureEnvironments: Work Roles. Change /Multiple
..

. . -

The ,students will be able to reeoghize that work relesmay change
,durineonele-career or that a worker may have multiple roles'
atthe same time. '.

1. Work Role: The students will be aware of what "work role"
means. , 6

-Are

The students a4 able to:

'define the term workcple.

'list their-own work roles.

2..

*list some work roles of others.

4-

Career: The.studentswill be aware of what constitutes a'
career.

ti
The students are able to:

'define the word career.

'identify careers from eXamples preSented to them.'
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#3. Change In Work Roles: The students will be aware that a
change in work roles can take place during one's career.

The students are able to:

'list changes, that can take place in' work roles during
a career.

recognize some situations where work roles-have(changed
during a career.

K. Work, and Leisure Environments: Interests and Abilities Relate
To J613 Clusters

The students will be able to recognize that there are families
(clusters) of jobs which relate to one another and that one's
interests and abilities can relate to several jobs as a result.

1.- Job Clusters: The students will be aware of various job
clusters. '

The students are able to:

4,

9

recognize jobs related.,tcy the four divisions and fifteen
job clusters of the U.S.O.E. Classification System.
*(See the U.S.O.E. Classification System Chart under Goal

F, Objective 1.) , /

2. Jobs Relate to Other Jobs: The students will understand
that some jobs refatee,to other jobs.

,

The students are able to:

'name several jobs that are in the same cluster.

'exjffain why and how these jobs are related.

#3. Interests and. Abilities Relate to Jobs: The students will
be aware of how interests and abilities relate to job
clusters.

The students are able to:

-36-
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d.list dome interests and abilities of people who hold
lobs tn various clusters:

11

.

identify some interests and abilities of people who
hold jobs within the same cluster.

recognize that interests and abilities are related
to job clusters-.
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DOMAIN: LIFE CAREER PLANNING

. Planning Skills: -Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions, Actions,,
and Life Styles.

t,
The students will be able to recognize that attitudes and values
affect decidions,,acilons, and ,life styles.

titudea and Values: he students will understand what
'ttitudes and values area

' The/students are able to:

define atEitude
*(attitude: ways. of thinking, acting, or feeling.)

,

' define values.

*(something that is valued can be an idea or thing that
is considered to Have worth, excellenCe, and imOrtave.)

'provide some examplaa of attitudes.

provide some examples of values.

compare and contrast the concepts of attitudes and values.

2. Everyone Has Attitudes and Values:, The students will under:-
stand that attitudes and values exist foe everyone.

The students are able to:

'

compare the attitudes of..seve41 people on the same topic.,

compare their own attitudes on that dame topic.
e

-Acompare he values of several peeple on the same topic.
e

'compare. eir Own values on that same topic:

# 3. Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions and Actions:. The
students will be aware of how attitudes and values affect
decisiOnsandactions: r
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The students are able to:

'recognize the relationship between decisions'and actions.

'recognize that attitudes affect decisions.

identify decisions that were' influenced by attitudes.

recognize that attitudes affect actions.

identify some actions' that were influenced by attitudes.

recognize tha values affect decisions.

identify some d cisions that were influenced by, values.

'recognize that Values affect actions.

identify ons that were influenced "by values.

B. Planning Skills: Decisio s Made by Self and Others,

The students wil be able to recognize that they make decisions
and that their lives are influerked by.decisions mane by them-
selve and by others.

.

1. Decision-Making Process: The students will beaware of the
decision-making process.

L.

Th- e students are able to:

define the deision-making process as a series of
sequential steps leading to a decision.

11
'recognize identification of the problem or goal" as
a part of e decision-making process.

'recognize "information-gathOng" as a part of the decision-
making process.

recognize "determination"determination of values and opinions (likes
and dislikes) that relate to the problem or goal" as a
part of the decision-making process.

'recognize "generating and reviewing alternatives" as a
part of the decision-making process.'

k
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'recogniz "reviewing possible consequent
the deci on- making process. -

as a part of

recognize "choice of an alternative (making. the decision)"
eh a part of the decision-making process.

I
2.' Decisions in Their Lives: The students will be aware of how

their lives are influenced by tWdecisions they make.

The students are able to:

identify a persOnal decisio

examine the short range effects of that personal
deci ion.

k

\-,--tegtamin the long range effects of that personal deCisioh.

(
. Planning Skills: Alternative incision- Making Courses

The students,will be.able to recognize that there can be,alternative
decision6making courses, with differing consequedces.

12
# 1. Decision-Making Process: The students will be aware of the

decision-making process.
*(This objective is the same as Goal B, Objective #1.)

The students are able to:

'define the decision-making process as a serieirof sequential
steps leading to a decision.

'recognize "identification of he problem or goal" as a
part of the decision-making pro,,tss.

recognize "information-gathering' as a p rt of the decision-
making process.

'-recognize "generating and reviewing, alternatives" as a
part of the decision-making process.

'recognize "reviewing possible consequences" as a part of
( the decision-making process.
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11,
recognize "choice f an alternative (making the decision)"
as a part of the decision-making process.

2. Decisions and Co sequences: The students will be (aware of the
relationshii, bet een decisions and Consequences.

The students are able to:

define decisions.

.define consequences.

'identify a specific decision they have made.

'examine the consequences of that decision.

D. #Planning Skills:, Planning .vs. Trial and Error

The students will, be able to recognize that "planning" leads to
more effective performance than does chante or "trial and error"
apProach to a task.

1. 'Planning Process: The students will understand the planning
process.

The students are able to:

'define the planning process.

'give general examples of the planning process.'

'give a wsonal example op& planning process.

-2. Trial. and Error: The students will understand the trial and error
approach to a task.

The students are able to:

*define what is meant by trial and error!

*give general examples of the trial and error approach to
a task.
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'give a personal example of the use of trial and error in
task accomplishment.

#3. Planning Process and Trial and Erro? Process: The students will
understand similarities and differences between the planning
process and the trial-and error process in task accomplishment.

4

, The students are able to:

'explain tw planning process.

'explain the trial and errorcprocess.

'compare and contrast the planning process and the trial and
error process.

E. Educatigfial Environment: Demonstrating Effective Study and Learning
Skills

-r---

The students will be able to demonstrateeffective study and learning
a:-) . *

skills.

L. Study and Learning Skills: ;The, students will understand
what constitutes effective study and learning skills.

-.The students are able to:

0 L-,

'define skill as it relates to study and learning skills.

'explain why reading and reading coMprehension are
effective study and learning'skills:

'explain why writing is an effective Study and learning skill.

explain why attentiveness is an effective study an41 learning

explain why the ability to question is an effective study
and learning 'skill.

#2. How Skills Apply to Situations: The students will understand
. how their effective study skills apply in a study situation.

The students are able to:
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*define a study situation.

eniify their effective study skills.

identify their own study situat.si$7.
\._.

sN give examples of how their effective skills apply in that
\

study situation.

,
.

F. Educational Environment: Using Listening and Speaking Skills
.. ,. 1

The students' will be dble to eMplOy listening and speaking skills ,

that allow for involveient in*classroom discussions and activities.
A

#1. Listening Skills: The students will understand listening skills
and how to use them in the classroom.

The students are 4ble io:

'define the concept ofo listening.

recognize that attentiveness is a prerequisite for listening.

'illustrate the, use of attentiveness for listening in the
classroom.

' recognize that knowing when to listen and when to speak
(timi7) is a listening skill.

.

'illustrate the use of knowing when to listen and. when to
'speak (tIming) in the classroom.

.).

- recognize that listening for the content of-the speaker's
message is a helpful skill.

*illustrate the.use of listening for the content of the speaker's
message in the classroom.

recognize that listening to remember'is a helpful skill.

illustrate the use of listening to remember

recognize that listening for the speaker's fe ,ngs is
helpful skill.

illustrate the use of listening for feelings as it occurs in
the classroom.

\
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2. Speaking Skills: The students will understand, speaking skills
and how to use them in the classroom.

the students are able to:

' define What speaking means, as related to speaking skills.

recognize the preliminary skills necessary before actual
verbalization can occur.
*(i.e. raising their hands to get attention, waiting until
their turn to speak, responding when spoken to, etc.)

) 'illustrate the use of the preliminary skills necessary
before actual verbalization in the classroom can occur.

recognize that speaking distinctly is a helpful skill,.

'illustrate the use of distinct speech in the classroom.

'recognize that speaking with an adequate voice level (not
too loudly or too softly) is a helpful'skill.

'illustrate the use of speaking with an adequate voice level
in the classroom.

ecognize that responding appropriately is a helpful speaking
ill.

'illustrate the use of appropriate responses in the classroom.

' recoknize that contributing to the topic at hand is a helpful
speaking skill.

'illustrate the use of contributions to the topic at hand in.
the classroom.

'recognize that responding about feelings is a helpful, speaing.
skill.

' illustrate the use of feeling responses in the classroom.

G. Educational Environment: Evaluating Ability, Progress and Methods
of Improvement

d

10
The students will be able to realistically evaluate ability)
progress, and methods'of improvement in varioifs subject areas.
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1. Methods of Evaluation: The students will understand various
methods of evaluation.

The students are able to:

define evaluation.

01110tify various methods of evaluation.

'explain about these methods of evaluation..

give examples of the application of these various methods
of evalurion.

f 2. Methods of Improvement:' The students will be aware of various
methods ofimprovement in subject areas.

The students are able to:

' define the c4incept of method of improvement.

'identify how a person can improve in a particular slibject
area.

H. Self Understanding: Individual Abilities Aid in Tas Accomplishment

(1

The students will be able to recognize how individual abilities
aid in accomplishing different tasks.

1. Development of Abilities: The students will be aware of
development of abilities in thenpelves and other:-

The students are able to:

define ability.
*(ability: the power or skill to do some special thing.)

identify some of their past abilities.
*(i.e. abilities at different age levels:

. . . years of age.)

'identify some of their present abilities.

identify some past abilities of others

a
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'identify some present abilities of others.

'recognize that abilities develop with both time -and effort.

Abilities Contribute to Successful Daily Routine: The students
'W111 be aware of how the abilities of themselves and others
can contribute, to the success of daily routine.

The students ,are able to:

define successful daily routine.

''identify bow their own abilities contribute to a successful
daily routine.

'identify show the abilities of others contribute for a success-
,fuldiily routine.

'I. Self Understaying: L rning in Life Situations

The students will be able to recognize that learning occurs in all
types of life situations.

1. Methods of Learning: -71,
methods f 1-1rning

The students are able to:

i be aware of the various

',recognize that experience (doing) is a method of learning.

recognize.that modeling is a method of learning.
.*(modeling: learning :by Patterning after someone else.).,

'recognize that exposure is a'method of learning.
*(i.e. exposure through reading, listening to lectures, etc.;
also exposure comes in varying degrees.)

#2. Learnillg Methods in Their Lives: The stUdents will understand
various situations in their own lives where learning takes1place
by different methods.

The students are able to:
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:give e?cAmples

experfAnce.

'describe what

give examples
modeling.

of situations where they have learned, by

the learned experience.

of situations where they have learned by

describe what they learned be4ause of the modeling process.

'give examples of situations where they learned through
exposure (reading, listening to lectures, etc.).

dedcribe what they learned becaus, of the exposure method.

J. Sel4Understrinding:'Clarifying and.Expanding Interests, and
Capabilities

The students will be able to appreciate the value of clarifying°and
expanding their interests and capabilities.

.,-

1. Factors Th t Influence Interests and Capabilities: The atudents
will be aw re of factors that influence interests and cap-
abilities.

L,,,The students are able to:

'define interests.

0 define capabilities.

'recognize that parents influence interests and capabilities.

recognize that teachers influence interests and capabilities.

'recognize that peers influence interests al capabilities,

recognize that sibling influence interests and capabilities.
*(see Systematic Training for Effective Parenting Parent's

Handbook; Family Constellation, p. 23-24 by Dinkmeyer
and McKay.).

recognize, that circumstances influence interests and
capabilities. -

'recognize that other significant adults influence interest
and capabilities.

recognize that capabilities are inherent and 2) affected
by the environment.
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I
'recognize that interests are otally affected by the
environment.

% )

#2. Interests and Capabilities Chapge:, The students will be aware
that interests' andaapabilities can change.

The students are able to:

identify interests they have had in the padt.

'identify capauill.ties they have had in the past.

'idelkify interests they have now.
j

'identify capab itiegi they have now.
(

'identify inSieres s they might have in the future.

'identify capabilities they might.hpve in the future.
-,

*Reco nize that interests and capabilities change or
expand with time and need.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR RATING STUDENTS

How does one go about rating a child on his/her skills in a given

area? The following suggeStions pay,be useful to the rater in

developing opportunities for making decisions about,rating students

on Competencies.

Direct observation .of the student under varied circumstance's may,'_

well be the best source at 'ratings.. Such circumstances could include

the classrooti, the playground, lunchroom, 'hallway, and special,caabses
,

or programs. Watching the student in normal interaction iijihese

settings could be supplemented by the provision ofslv or. fictitious.

,A?situations that lend themselves tp the performance ofertain ,CompetenCies.

Discussions can prove to be valuable as can oral or written tests.

The first step in getting ready to assesa)fie children'prior to

actually rating them is for THE RATER TO BIE THOROUGHLY, VAMILIAR.

A WITH-THE ,A--ALS, DEVELOP NTAL OBJECTIVESAND COMPETENCIES. It might be

, -useful for the rater to develop hir'.ner own performance indicators

such as: t/"The student will' e_a list of five ways of expressing

opinions verbally." Such performance indicators could be put on a

check list as below.

It could be helpful for the rater to keep a notebook or log with

notes on informal assessment of the students' Career Education skills.

spiral or looseleaf notebook organized to suit the rater's needs would

seem appropriate.
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A sample log entry in such a log might be:

1-31-7S

Stu could not write.m definition of verbal responses today
but during discussion he-knew that verbal responses had to do
with talking.

1-16-78

Sttvtold me what verbal responses were today.

1 -17 -78

Stu wrote a good definition of verbal responses.

;IV

4
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SAMPLE
4

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Skill:Check Sheet

Developmental Objective: The students will be aware of the skills and
characteristics that make. up a friendship,

Performance Indicator
e.

Children &Initials
'

Shared

t"-g

( ! )

0
0 1

L4

cri

LIJ

. 7..
..

.A . )

Took turns
.

Encouraged another
4

... _

im.

. .

40
_

4

Respected another's
-contribution

,

.

F
_

Compromised S

se
.

.,',

.

Asked another to help
or play

,

,

.

g

Successfully solved a
conflict with another

ril
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EXAMPLES OKIEST SITUATIONS

The following'sectiOn. is designed to,aid the rater in determining
AP

ways of checking a student's skill on a 'Competency from theColonpetency

Rating Scale Skill Level Criteria. There is an example givenfor each

of the behavioral terms used at the Kndwledge levei of learning.. The

Competency statements are taken directly from the Skill Level Criteria.

Competency: 'define verbal responses.

Examples of ways of testing:

1: The child will write a definition of verbal responses.

2. The child will,discuss the'.nature of verbal responses.

Competency: 'identify,the belief that all persons are equal ip
worth and, dignity as a. part of the process of

. establishing effective family relationships.
/

-

xamOles of ways of testing:

1.. The child will tell what it means tObe,equal in a family
by describing how people attctoward each othpr.

2. The child will'use puppets to tell what equality between
people means.

3. The child will irlte a. story or tell a story of how people
who are acting equal.behave4.

Competency: 'describe what they learned by experience.

'Examples of ways of testing:

1._ The child will orally tell what was learned by experience.

2. The child will write what was learned by experience.

N(,
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COMpetenCy: 'list verbal methods of expressing opinbions and beliefs.

EaimAis of 'ways of testing:

.

I. 'Ask the child to say or write ways of letting others know
his /her opinions or beliefs through words.; Examples of this
mould-be agreeing with someone else, disagreeing with
someone else, stating a belief or opinion, writing letters
supporting an organization or person who holds .the some
beliefs akyou dOi etc.

Competency: 'recognize those methods of expression which encourage
othelta to listen.

lea of ways of testing:.

1. From a written list, the child will theck,off those ways
of communicating that encourage others to listen.

'a
2. During a discussion, the child will verbally reco3nize

whemethods of expression which encourage` others to
listen are being used.

When asked, the child will be able to tell what,methodof
listening encoufagement was used.

Competency: 'compare and contrast the,planning process and the
trial and error, process. ,-

Exampl s of wayeiotesting:

J.,. .liven an example of planning and trial and error, the
,

-child will point out either in writing or by telling,, how
they are alike and how they are, different. :

f p

2. The child can complete a task both by planning an'dby trial.'
and error.

Competency: explain the purposes of those talks they carry out
'themselves.

Examples of ways of testing:

1. In informal settings, the child can give reasons for doing
something.)

I .
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r
2. GiVan,aSituation or example of a task, the child can:

tell why it is being done;

3. When given an assignment, the child can tell why.it is
to, be done, i,e. .to learn .to alphabetize.

Competency: 'give examples of ways that participation helps
group codperation and effectiveness.

Examples of ways of testing:,

1. When asked to ibow that participation helps group coopera-
., tiVeness and effectiveness,-the c ld will provide a real

or apprdpriate hyprthetical sit tion-to show that.

2. The child will be able to co are group situations
may or may'not'show the off is of participation on
cooperation and effectiveness.

Competency: 'illustrate the use o att,entiveness for listening
in the classroom..

Examples 9f ways of testing:

1. .The child will provide a story to show the use of attentiveness
as a.listening skill in' school.

2. The child will act attentively to show tfie use of attentiveness
4 as a listening ski41in'school.

3. The child will discuss situations where attentiveness is
4and is not used in listening situations in the, classroom.

Competency: match schbol academic experlences to theicitizen
activities wftere they are used,;

. .

Examples of ways ortesting)

1. The Child will' be able td name a school 'skill such as arith-
metic as being used in a real-life situation such as making
change.

2. Given a list of school skills, the child will be able to
choose a real-life activity in which each is used.
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- THE RATING SCALE: CHOOSING A DEGREE OF PROFICIENCY

*

No
Competency
02_.

Minimum
Level
Competency
30%

Functional
Level
Competency
60% . C

Mastery
....41eVel

Competency
90%

The rater has four ratings to choose from when evaluating

student performance of each Developmental Objective. The rater

should think of this sale .as a continuum ranging from zero to 100 per-
,-

cent. Since the number of Competencies vary from Objective to Objective,

the number of Competencies representing a specific percentage will also,
,)

vary. An explanation of the meaning of each rating is given below.

NO COMPETENCY c-0-, To obtain this rating for"Na Developmental
.

Objective, the 'student is-not able to demonstrate skill in the

Cbmpetencies stated'io that Objective.

MINIMUM LEVEL COMPETENCY -1- To obtain this rating for the

Developeotal Qbjective, the student will be able, to demonstrate

skill inOdly.tbe:mnit basic 6mpetencies'atated for that Objective:

Oda percentage basis, this would mean that the student is able a,.
.

demonstrate skill in at least 3% of the Competencies for the

Objective "being rated.
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FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL COMPETENCY -2- To, obtain this rating for a

Developmental Ob ectivei the student is abte to demonstrate

Malin most of the Competencies stated foz tha0DbjectiVe.

On a percentage basis, this would mean that the student is

,
;C'

(- -

able to demonstrate skill in at least 60% of the Competeucies

foi the Objective being rated.

MASTERY LEVEL COMPETENCY -3,-.- To obtain this ratini for a

Developmental Objective, the student must demonstrate.sk0.64.

most of the Competencies stated for the Objective.. On a

percentage basis, this would.mean that the student demonstrates

fkill in at least 9,0% df the Competenties for the Objective

being rated.

The rating number is selected as follows:

a. Count the -total number of Competencies for the Developmental
Otjective being rated.

_

b. Determine the number of these Competencies the child being
rated shows skill in.

Dividethe child's numiler'Of Competencies -by the,tOtai number
of, Competencies to obtain the..Peicentage..

4. The numbei from the Rating Scale that is closest to'the percentage'
obtainedabove is, the rating for that child on that DevelopmentalObjective: . IJ

c.

sip

a



T - -total number of Cdimpetencies for the Developmental Objective.

77ample: For'the K-1feVel, Interpersonal Effectiveness,Domain,
Goal A, Developmental Objective 2; there are 12 Competencies.

T = 12

S the number of'those Competencies in which the child being rated
shows skill.

Example: Kindergarten student has shown
Competencies.

Formula:

ap

rS = 4

S divided by T

4 divided by 12 ... 33% a rating of 1.

skill in 'four qithese 12

h
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THE RATING FORM
0

Please refer to a. Cumulative Student Folder, Com"prehensive Career

Guidance, Competency Rating Scale as you read this section.

f

The Cumulative Student Folder is desi nel tofollow the student

.througheat his/her school career. The student's Mme may be written on

the folder tab. Otherwise, the folder is only identified as follows:

Cumulative Student Folder

Comprehensive Career Guidance

Competency Rating Scale

The folderintains Competency Rating Scale Forms; these aretr

distinctive for Ka.1, 2-4, and 5-6 grade level groupings. Each ldvel

of the Rating. Scale contains, places for rating each of the. Developmental

Objectives stated in the Competency Ratings Scale Skill Level Criteria.

These are presented in their abbreviated, forms., There is a place

,-beside each Developmental Obj.ect ve to circle the rater's assessment

of tRe child's skill level for th t Objective. The numbers represent

the percentage of the Competenci for that Objective that the child

can perform. (The reader is referred to the explanation of the Scale

on the preceeding page.) There is a blank to the right of each Goal

where the average of the ratings for the Objectives of tha Coal may

be written. The average is obtained by summing the ratings and

ing by the number of Developmental Objectives. ik
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The folder also contains the, Developmental Profile. The Profile

is comprised of a three page fold-out, a cover par containing

identifying information and the three pager containing graphs for

charting the child's average Goal rating at each grade K-6.

Each page represents one of. the Domaini. The Developmental' Profile

is assembled and designed to be used by all raters of the chl,id through-

_

out his/her grade school career. The identifying information on the

cover includes t e student's-name, birthdate, school name and location.

There ii space for e raters signature each year and for the le
of'-that year's rating.

f,

In the, section of this manual devoted to dir ctions for rating, the

kuse of these forms will be specified with examples.

s.
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illimonoNs FOR RATING STUDENTS

This section of the maroial explains in detail the mechanics of

er
rating a' student on Career Guidance Skills. Examples of completed forms

nay be found immediately following these directions.

Know the Criteria Skills The first. step in begifining to rate

stude ts on the Career Guidance Skills
,

is for the rater to become THOROUGHLY

FAMILIAR with the Goals, Developmental

Objectives, and Competencies for the

child's level, K-1, 2-4, or 5-6.

It is important becausethe'rater must

he alert to the-behaviors that.show

skills to be rated as they occur in

informal)situatiOns, during discussions,

on rests, during written activities,

and in one-to-one interaction between

students. The rating of a child should

not be on Lne incident alone.

Several observations of skill in an

area might be recorded in a log or

on a check sheet before the child', i4

rated.
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Ti.. The process of rat , that is the

awareness of the ch ld s skills by

Prerating

Postrating.

Filling out the Rating Form

the rater, will take several mon s

T(-71unless a prerating is done. he actual

marking of the rating sheets should not

require more than a day or two.

a

In the case ofpreratiO, the rater

will not have more than a few

weeks in Which to observe the children;

the rating.will 'be made on less in-
.

formation than will a rating that
.

occurs in the spring.

In the case of 'the postrating, the

rater will have an entire school

year in which to obgerve 'thy hild.

1. Vls the rater sits down t6 the

actual task of filling,out the.1101Sing

Forms found in the Cumulative StOent

Foldeso. the following= materials

will be needed:

logs notes, skill.chtiNisheets, the
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Filling out thit Rating

Torn, tbaiinPed

child'siFolder and from it, thee

Rating-Form for the appropriate

K-1, 2-4, or 5-6, the Developmental

ProOle, and -theSkill Level Criteria'

for the appropriate grade level from

the Rater's Manual. Other sundry items

such as writing instruments in more

than one color may be needed.

)

IL' 2. Write the studeWs name on the

c1

tab of the Cumulative Student Polder

if this is the fiistlating for this

student due to his or her being in

Kindergarten or being transferred

from a school where no Rating Vas done.

3. Remove the CompetPncy Rating Scale Forth

from the Folder and arcle the appro-
.*

.

priate-seasorfound in the upper left-
.

handcorneroftheFormand,the appro-.

priate grade found in the upper right-

)064 corner. Fill in the student's

name and your name. At this point,

it will be necessary to refer to the

-62-
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Filling out the Feting

Form, Continued

Skill Level Criteria from this

Manual..

4. Begin the Rating by referring to

the Skill Le4elcriteria and the first

Goal under the Interpersonal Effectiveness

Domain. Read ihe.Goal, the first

Developmental Objective, and the

Competencies under it. Reflect on

the student' behavior and refer ,)o4any notes yo eigHt have in the log

on this student's performance for this

/ 'DeVelopmental Objective or specific

Competencies under it. At the K-1

level, there Are 12 CoMPetencies under,

4`,"

the second Developmental Objective.

If you-feel the child hy demonstrated
4.,

skill in noneof them, circle, the zero

for rating of.that Developmental

Objectfmkatf the child has demonstrEited

skill. in 4 of the Compencies,

the one because.five divided bi 12 equals

33% which is a rating of one. IF the_

child has demonstrated skill in 7 of the
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Fliliwout the Rating

Form, Continued

Competencies, circle the two because 7.
4

divided by 12 equals 58% which is a

rating 6k two. If the child has shown

skill in 10 of the Competencies, circle
R.

the three because 10 divided by 12

equals 85% which is a rating of 3.

Each DevelopmentalThbjective has a

differ number of Competencies so bi1k--

certain you have the right total number

for determining the child's rating for

that Developmental Objective.

A detailed description of this process ,

may be found at the end of the part of

this seaion entitled THE RATING SCALE:

,CHOOSING A DEGREE OF PROFICIENCY, Page 55.

5. Complete the next' Objective Rating

/"N

in the same manner. Then, to find the

average rating for that Goal, add the

two Ratings and divide by two. Always

divide by the number of Ratings that

went into the sum; that is Jed same

as the number of Developmental Objectives

for that Goal.
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Filling out the Rating 6. Continue in the same manner Ohtil

Form, Continued the child has been r ted on all of

the Developmental Objectives ,for the

Interpersonal Effectiveness Domain.

At that point, it is necessary to-find

a Domain Average Rating for the child.
1 em ,

To doihis, sum the ratings of the.

Developmental Objectives, divide

the total - number of Developmental

Objectives and record the Average Domain

Ratinglon the blank providel for it

on the Competency Rating Scale Form.

.\ ') Tha

---*-____,

t is found at the end of the ratings
t* .

for that Domain. The Average Domain

Rating will be recorded on the Classroom

Profile. Rate the child on the other two

Domains in the same way.

7. It ifi now time to transfer the

Rating tr# the Developmental Profile

graphs, First, fill out the infor-

mation on the coyer sheet of the

Developmental Profile. This includes

. the student's name, birthdate, school

and school district and location. Sign

40,
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Filling out tKe Rating

Form, Concluded

Classroom Profile

the line beside the appropriate grade

level and fill in the current date.
777' /

the case of a^ prorating and postraeing,..

extra dated -and signatureS.maY be crowded

In. Locate the sheet for the interper-

sonal Effectiveness Domain. Locate

the appropriate grade level graph.ochMt

sheet. P lot on thelk4Fsecting

lines of the Goal letter and the average

Coal rating for that Goal on-the chart.

This is obtained from the 'Competency

Rating Scale Form you just comp fed: Graph_

the other Domains in the same w .

The Classroom Profile may be used in

two ways. It may be used at the-end

-/oeckhe school year as the rater rates

the children. It may be used by"a

teacher in the fall as he or she makes

yearly plans of a new class. It mayfbe
s

completed from the end of the year

ratings or from the preratings of the

current year.

The Average Domain Ratings for each

student in the class are used for this
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Classroom Profile

Concluded

Profile. Several Classroom Profile
1.

Charts may be found in the Appendix.,-\

of this Mall.

Refer to the followinvulge for an

example partially completed Classrm

(kvProfile Chart.

To use the Profile', complete the

identifying information on the page.

Each graph represents one of the three

Domains: Interpersonal Efiectiveness,

Work'andlife Skills, and Life Career

Planning. Enter the children's names,

in alphabetimal order If you wish, J,

on the blanks beside the graph.

Place a tat at the intersection of the

child's name and his or her Average Domain

Rating ( 0 1 2 3) for each Domain.

When all children's ratings have been

.4
recorded, draw lines connecting the

dots for each give you a
Ai 4

profile of your class' standing on

the Career Guidance Skill by Domain.
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vmvaLnK,ficalaLvr. UttaGGA UULOANUL.

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Classroom Profile

'Year

(

1

2

2

2

2

( Student.' Name

7 7 Date May 15) i

DOMAIN DOMAIN , D2MAI14
I II III

tw

01.2
1. "Third Gro.cle, 1R.A._10

________,

2. Gro.A.E.-L: -Tigre-ce 51-:. 412 cA

3 Til'vrd G-rode. ..F.,i-,Lel., , 1
4- Gre&de- -rivree- PtLF...),
5.

6.

7.

8.
,_

9.
f

o.

.1.

2.

.3.

A.
.5.

r
.6.

7.

8.

9.

0.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
',

/

6.

7.

8.

9.

D.

- 0 1 2 3

DOMAIN I INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS DOMAIN
DOMAIN II WORK AND LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN
DOMAIN III LIFE CAREER PLANNING DOMAIN
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(Circle one)

Fall

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

Interpersonal Effectilieness Domain

(Circle one)

Grade.2
reds 3

Grade 4

Student's Namearacie.2Rl t_t Rater C5 r&Cie. 3 -7ea.c.Ine."."

Rating Scale: 0 a 3

Minimum Functional Watery
No Level Level Level

Competency 'Competency Competency Competency
0% . 30% GO% 90%

Alrections: Circle the number of the Rating of the student's performance ability for each
Objective. Determine the average ability for a Goal by dividing the sum of
scores by the number of Developmental Objectives.

A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affects Behavior

1. Types of Responses

2. Actions of Others Affects Behavior

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

1. Friendship Characteristics

2. Making and Keeping Friendships

C. Human Relations Skills: Expressing Opinions and Beliefs

1. Opinions, Beliefs and Facts

2. People Have Opinions and Beliefs

3. Methods of Expression

D. Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors In Groups

1. Behaviors That Help or Hinder

2. Rights of Self and Others

-69-
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Rating Average

012©
O 143

O 103

0 10 3

O 1Q) 3

O 1 ®3

0 02 3

1,03

00 2 3
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E. Relating With Significant Others:CompetItivenass and Cooperativeness

1. Effects fif Cooperativeness I

2. Effects of Competitiveness

3. Differences and Similarities Between Competitiveness and Cooperativeness'

tsr, F. Relating With Significant Others: F mil Relationshi

1. Process of Establishing Effective amity Relationships

2. Results of Effective Family Reiatio ships,
N\P

G. Self Validation:. Worthwhileness

1. Worthwhileness In fielation to Other

2. Feelings of Worthwhileness

H. Sblf Validation: Control Over Self and E ronment

1. Factors of Controlling Self an Environment

I. Self Validation: Individual Diefierences

1. Changes In Behaviors TA Abilities

Average Interpersonal Effectiveness Domain Rating

Rating Average

0 1®3

0023
0 1 20

A

O 1 2e

o 1 20

O 1

0 1 0 0
r)

0(3 23

AN0123 2.0

a 0
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PLE

rgarten

utV LorivtN I AL TRUFFLE: IN rERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS DOMAIN

Grades K-8

Student's Name 61' Isa_CIE. 3 Pcilpi

Year: '75Year: ) 7'IEMI
MICAKU=

C D

Grade

F G H I(

Year: '77

3

2

1

0

First Grade

ABCDE)FGHI

Fourth Grade - Year:

CDEFGHI

3

2

1

0

AgCDEFGHI

Sixth Grade Year

K 4

A B C D E G H I

411

3

2

1

0

Second Grade Year: '74

A B D,EFGHI

Fifth Grade Year:

ABCDEFGrK

I

\.7
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liSING THE RESULTS OF THE RATING SCALE

Ae Rating Scale and the process of ratini the children with it
A-

have been oroughly explained. You are now, no doubt, completely

familiar with he Coals, Developmental'ObjeCtives, and Competencies listed

in the Skill Level Criteria. It isitime to address. the specific value

and use of the results obtained through use of the Rating Scale.. Your own

familiarity with the Skill Level Critdria will suggest unique uses to you

in your awn sitnation. The following suggestions are meant Only to

supplement yours and to present broad uses that could be employed by whole.'

schools, school distrils, or states.

)

Current and Immediate Use of.

4

z.

1(

the Results

S'
;

ti

a

Future Use of the Results

r

Determine individual student stren
f--

and weakneiSes in. Career Cuida

)Plan immediate curriculum changes fjor an

individual student..--7

Determine t'4 strengths and weaknesses

of a clASsroom.gronp in order to piv

curriculum adaptations to meet th

14

needs

of thethe groupt. 4

)'
)

Tr

Monitor.individuc 41c1 group progres

13

4.\\

aThete are nb standa zed guidelines...for'
lr

the evaluation of students ncorporation

of career guidance concepts into their'

-P-
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I

Future Use of the

Results, Contin'4ed,

f

lives. There are ho set standards fort

m4tery. This void leaves open the need

for establishing the levels that can

.

4 Srealistically be expected of children

idovarious grade levels, of various

ages, of various socio-economic

status, of various- .ability, etc.

Conscientious use of the Rating Scale

can provide empiricaly based expectanCies,

developmental stag career education

concepts, use.a sou d asis for the

sequenank and modification of the
,*

curriculum, and-a_basis for determining

the methods of judging of student mastery.

For example,.some decision needs to be

made regarding the use-of the objectivc4

_..i.,.

stated by 4eveloprnental level, afiduld all.----

-I , f
,..be taught to all grades in that

deVelopmental level should they be

<
specified to be taug t at specific

grade levels.

A Guidance Department or Curriculum

Director in the school system may want to

. -73-
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Future Use of the

Results,14P:er-kluded

"I

)0,e as lifective as

sysmatically gather the re@ults of

the Rating Scale in order to assess needs

of stunts at different l.veis and

to estahlah'school-wide\expectincies

for students in,dereer guidance concepts,
\<

The,CoMpete y
-

RtIng Scale provides a set of guidellihs for the in- .

*h

sion of career uidance concepts into the school curriculum. It can only',

if_ merely re

) 4
from Aprilltp April. It can he a effective if used tro in di' iduilize

instruc ionx.,enrieh-classrgom activities, enhance inter ersonal work

those who-usewit allow it to be. It will 5e irieffectiv

d as an exer se w the resultsehidd4 in filing- '.cabin

% and,li skills for both.teacher and students a bring nfoXfocus the
%,,-- .-----,

that education is_ more than che hre= Rating cale- can

J. o

.,

an eiiicit ng new tool in the ands o o wish tolgrow and se

r stud nts

- ,

betoie more effec ive p

N4
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COMPETENCY ING SCALE

Cross- Reference Chart
40

The following chart presents.a cross- .reference of the original Georgia
goal classification with the goal classification that is used in the (olp.-
'prehensive-Career Guidance Program. 'Undel%thb Georgia Goal Classification
System column below, the numbered goals are those used by thA-Ceordh
Statewide Testing Program (Georgia Criterion-Referenced Tests). Tffeletterec
goals are those that were addedby the Comprehensive Career Guidance' Project,

Domain

Interpersonal

EffectillSness

Work and Life
Skills

.Life Career
Planning

Goal Classification System Georgia Goal Classificati
System

A
B,

C.

D,.

E D
F C

X.;

2

I.

A F
B\ 15
C 7
D 14

19
F 10

13
H 4
I 9

12
K 11

A 3

B 17
C 18

e. 4S 20

F H
G.

H 8
I 16
J

-7



COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE
COMPETENCY RATING SCALE t

Overview Chart
A

Kindergarten4- Sixth Grade

4

Developmental
Level K-1 2-4 5-6-

Interpersonal
Effectiveness
Domain

9 -Coals,. '

14 Object
76

.

9 Goals
17 Objectives
97.Competencies

9 Goals
18 Objetives

.101 Competencies

Work and Life
Skills Domain

11 Goals ,

22 Objectives
55 Competencies

.1,7

t 11 Goals
27 Objectives
75 Competencies

.11 Goals

17 Objectives
59 Competencies

Life Career
Planning +.4

Domain'

Goals
.16 Objectives.
64 Competencies

10 Goals
22 Objectives
121 Competencies

10 Goals
'17 Objectives
116 Competencies'

Developmental
lilvelTotals

ii". "f205

30 Goals
52 Objectives ,

Competencies

30 Goals
66 Objectives
293 Competencies

30 Goals
52 Objectives'

276 Competencies

V

Total: 3Q Goals * 170 ObjectiVes t 774 COlpetencies

V

'a

9 /

e.
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;COMPREHENSIVE CAREMGU1DANCE

'COALS AND DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVES

OVERVIEW

°KINDERGAKTEN THROUGHSIXTH GRADE

DOMAIN: INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

A. The students Will be able to recognize that their behavior toward
others affects other's behavior toward them.

1K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the various interpersonal
relationships in their lives*,

2. The students will be aware of the different types of
responses they use in interpersonal relationships.

2-4: 1. The students will understand the different types of
responses they use in interpersonal relationships.

-r1

2. The students w1li be aware of how the actions foth rs
affect their Behavior.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of how their actions affect
the behavior of others. c4.

rt

The students will be aware of the relationship between
actions and responses.

B. The students will be able to demonAtrate an understanding of the process
of making and keeping friendships,

K-i: :1. The students will be aware of the skills and characteristics
that make up a friendship..'

2r4: 1. .The'Students will understand what skills and characteristics

. .

2. The students will be aware of the process of.milingland
....

. 1,

and keeOing friendShips.
.i.

'

.

5 -6: .1 The studelms mill understand the process .of making -and
.keeping friendships. ,...., A

make up a friendship.
*A,

Nky

-78--
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2. The students will evaluate_ ethe.ffectivenes);%f their
own friendship skills.

C. The studentd will be able to demonstrate an awareness of the
various methods of expressing their opinions and beliefs.

K-1: 1. The studedts will be aware of different types of kesponses.

The students will be aware of what constitutes an opinion,
a belief, and a fact.

1.

2. The students will be aware that all people have
opinions and beliefs. Q

3. The students will be aware of the various methods of-
expressing opinions and beliefs.

5-6: 1. The students will understand the various methods of
expressing opinions and beliefs.

2. The students will evaluate eheirir own methods of exptessing
opinions and be:liefs:

D. The stu4Snts will be able to identify socially acceptable behaviors
occuring in.a group sitdation.

K-1: 1'. The students ill be aware of various group situations.

2. The students will be aware of those behaviors that help
or hinder group cooperation and- effectiveness.

2-4: 1. The students will understand thoseobehaviors that. help
or hinder group Cloorfeedtion and effectiveness%

2.. The students will be aware that those behaviots which help
the group to function include observing the rights of self,.and others.

5-6: 1. The students°will understand the relationship between the
rights of self and the rights of others in group situations.

2. The students will be aware of thecharacteristic behavior'
patterns (roles). that develop as a part of grOup interaction

3. The students,will be aware of their own behaviors in group
interactions.

-79-
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Ee

'The_atudeittstkill be able to recognize the effects of competitiVeness
and cooperativeness with both pews and adults.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of what constitutes cooperativene

2. The students will be aware of what constitutes competitivene

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the results of cooperativeness

2. The students will be aware of the results of competitiveness

5-6: 1. The students will understand the effects of their
cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

2. The students will understand the effects of their com-
petitiveness with both peers and adults.

3. The students will be aware nt the differences and similaritiebetween competitiVeness akid cooper#tiveness.

F. The studAts will be able to recognize the value and process of
establishing an effective relgiltpship with their, families.

:Noir

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the roles of ellh member
of their families.

2. The students will be aware of their family relationships.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of to process of establishing
effective family relationships. k

5-6: 1. The students' wilr understand the process of 'eseablishing
effeselve 4amfly relationships.

2. The 'students be awark of the results that come from
having effective family re ationships.

G. The students w14 be,able to achieve feelings -of worthwhileness.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of factors that, distinguish _self from others.

'fro'

2. The students will be aware of feeling'S' and their causesa

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the 4&iAties they performthat ,make them feel worthwhile. n,:,0

87
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ArThe students will be awatiff of pet.sonal
characteristicsthat make them feel worthwhile.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of methods of attaining feelingsof worthwhileness in relation to other people.

2. ,The students will understand their own feelings of
worthwhileness.

The students will be -.able to recognize that they can exercise somecontrol ovet themselves and their environment.

1. The students will be aware that they affect things andothers around them.

2-4:e 1. The Ftudents will be aware-of
situations where they havesome ,Control over. themselves.

4

2. oThe students will be aware of situations where they have"some dontfol over their environment.., -..

4
At

..

.. - -. ; :.i. ,

5-6:,.1. The students wilt,haware,of factors involved in the.

process OflcOntOiling
therftelves and' their environment.

1. TL1 students will±heahle to demonstrit4 understanding that 4111,_MiNividualS, inclUting-themSelvbs, flye differeni,and varying per4arki'characteristics and abilities whichsestinguish them from one another,. and that certain of, these characteristics and abilities may change.from time to. time.

IC-1: 1. The students willbe aware of ways that people arejeeand/or differen from them.
',..

',
1:

,

- -
2--4: The student's yi be aware of charadteristic beRhvisr0

patternaran bilities in othei individuals and in self.
-5-0' l: The students w 11 understand about changes that occur in

characteristic,behaviors and abilitieS of self and /orothers over time.
r

ppITAIN: WORK AND'LIFE SKILLS

tk
t,1,

The*tadent,
. in

7
l

be-able,;.to identify consumet. skills that are used



K-1: 1. Thestudents will be aware of what a consumer is and
what he/she does:

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the consumer skills that they
use in their own daily living.

5,6: 1. The students. will understand the various consumer skills
that are used and needed by different consumer groups.

.

A
B. The tudena'vill be able to identify. the relevancy of school subjat

matter and other school experiences to community, home), leisure,
and occupations.

ry

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the school academic and
social experiences at tgg4r grade level.

2. The students will be aware of how -school academic and
social experiendes relate to the activities of family

3 members in the home. 4

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the school..fficademic and
social experiences at their grade level.

111

2. The'students will understand how school academlO and
social experiences-relate to the role of citizen in the
community.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of the school academic and
social areas at their grade level.

,6r 'C41

2. \The students willpndersfand how school academic and social
areas'relate to the role of worker on the job.

.. ,.
,

Aik
3. ThelSt ents will understand how school academic and

socia eas relate to the leisure participant.

C. The students will.obe able to recognize that o)hers depend on 'them
in helping perform a task and will be able. tO identify situations in
which people aep nttach otherto perform certain tasks.

4 r

*a.- 6

K-1: 1. The st is will be aware of activities in which they
can pa pate.

2 4: 1. . The students will be aware of'acti ities in which o.thers
'need their help.

f

"ir
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114

wf.

4

.
.

5-6:- 1. The students-will undeistend-aituations-vherepediple are
,dependent upon each other to accomplish a task. .

. The students will be able to recognize the value (personal rewards)
which comes fvom a task well done.

K-1: 1.

2-4: '1.

2.

5-6: 1.

The' students will be aware of tasks that th?y, are able to
accomplish.

Of the task; they are able to accomplish, the students will
be aware of those they do well. N

The students will be aware of their personal4riteria for
*successful task accomplishment.

The students will understand thelbersdnal rewards vailable
when a task is done well.

. The students will be able to recognize that tasks -have a purpose an
that steps are followed in completing a task.

KA.: 1. The students will be aware of tasks carried oliby themselves

2. The students will be aware of the purpose of those tasks
carried ou_t by themselves and others.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of tasks tarried out.hOliemselvea
. and others. e4,

. The students will understand the lidgpose of thoselaska carri
I out by themselves and others.

-

,

The students will be ;ware of the major. frOcesses in task
accomplishment. .

5 -6: 1. The students will understand the 'major processes and the
steps involved in task accomplishment.

F. The students will be able to recognize certain personal characteristics
that are related to jobjtields.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of.various jobs.

2-4: 1. .The students.will be aware of ious job categoiles.

2. The students will be aware of vari ersonal characteristic

4 -.8 3-
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1.*

The ptudents will be awaie'of how some personal characteristics
can relate to job fields.

The students will understand how some personal characteristics
reliie to job! fields.

2. The students will be aware of the importance of the relationsh.
between personal characteristiCS and job choice.

G. The students will'be able to distinguish between work and leisure time
activities.

1C-1: 1, The students will be aware of what work means.'

2. Thestudbnts will be aware of what leisure means.

3. The students will be aware of various work activities.

4. The students will be aware of various leisure time activities.

2-4: 1. The students will understand the difference between work
and leisure,:

The students will be aware of varinuST-weirk-roles.2.

3. The students will be aware of various leisure roles.

.
4. The students will be aware of how their work and leisure

time activities have/are/and will change,.' (41

5-5: 1. The'students will understand the similarities hnd
diff'er'ences between'Work and leisure time activities:

The students will be. able to recognize that respect is due to others
, at:

for the contributions they make their various roles and when'their
''ork is well done, regardless of its nature.---',-

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the work roles of.peopl
around them.

2. The students will be aware that each work role has a purpose.

3. The students will be aware of the meaning of respect.

2-4: 1. The .students will be, aware of the pUrposes of varkous work
roles.

1
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2. The students will understand the effects of quality wo 14, 4- . .T.-
,..

'3. Therstudents will be awarg that respect is due others for
work that is welt done.

.) '0

5-6: 1. The students will understand the purposes of various work
, roles.

2. The students will understand that.respeCt-is,due to oefteri./
for work that is well done, regardleas-iif the nature of that
work.

I. The students will be able to2recognize that people perform some

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of what work means.

2. The students will be Aware'of various work activities.

type'of work.

3. The students will be aware that family members work.

2-4: 1. The students will understand what work means.

2. The students will be 'aware of hsw they and other students
work.

1. The students will understand variotorwork roles and activities
performed by. others.

. The students will be able to recognize thatNwork roles may change during
one's career or thVt a worker may have multiple roles at the same time.

k-1: 1. The students will be aware that change does take place
'-throughout their lives.

2. The students will be'aware of what a worker is.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of what a "work role" means.

--4"1
2. The students will be aware of what constitutes a career.

3. The students will,be aware th t a change in work roles can
take place during one's caree

5-6: 1. The students will understand various work roleS and
activities performed by others.

-85-
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,2. The students will be aware that a worker may have multipre
roles atfthe same time.O

irhe students will be able to recognize that there are families -c

(clusters) of jobs which relate to ope another and thatone's interests
Odibilitieo can relate to several jobs as a result"

:),71: 1. The students will 'be aware of yari'Oiis jobs.

The students aware- ch&t ettme job Ileitis relate' to'
Ophee 4:311 fi lds. I

s'

t-4: 1. The students will be aware of various job clusters.

2. The students will understand' that some jobs relate to other
jobs.

3. The students will_be aware of4how interests and abilities
relace to joh,elu'greis.'

5-6: 1: The_students will Understand how interests and abilities
relate to rob clusters.

. The-students will be aware that interests- and abilities
can relate to several jobs.

DOMAIN: LIFE CAREER FLANNIG 4

A. The students will be ably to recognize that attitudes and values.
affect decisions, actions, and life styles.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of what attitudes and values
are.

The students will be aware that attitudes and values exist
for everyone.

2-4: 1. The students will understand what attitudes and values are.

2. The students will underStand that attitudes 'and values
exist for everyone.

3. The stude is will be aware of how attitudes and values
affect de isions and actions.

93
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,
5-6: The students-will:be aware of various lifestyles.-

2. The students will be, aware of how attitudes and vanes
affect decisioris and.life stylei.

(,
.

14, students will be able to recognize that they make decisions,anf
hatqpir ifVeseareinauenCed by decisions made by themseives.an.by others. '0- a

" .

K.:1: 1. The Student6 will be-aware of what decision-making mead.

2. The students will be aware that everyone makes decisiL.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the decision-making neess.

2. The students will be aware of how their lives are fluenced
by.the decisions they Make.

Ir.5-6: 1. The students will be aware of how their lives halie been,
are and will be influenced-by the dedisions they nuke.

2. Theostudents will be aware of how'their lives are influenced
by decisions made by others.

.C. The students will be able'to recognize that there can be alternative
idecison-making courses, with differing Consequences.:

K-1:_ I. The students will be aware of what decisi&-making means.

2. The students will-be aware that everyone makes decisions.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of the decision- making' process.

2.. The students will be aware of
decisions and consequences.

5-6: 1. The students understand the relationship, between
alternative !don-making courses and consequences.

e r ionsbip between,

2. The students will understand about the choices within
decialln-making courses and their differing consequences.

D. The students will he able to r ognize that "planning" leads to more.
effective performance than d chance.or "trial and error" approachto a task.

K-1: 1., The students will be ai:/are.of the planning process:

44*
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2, The students will be aware of the trinl and error approaCh
to a task. - , ,

2-41,1. The students will understand the,planning 'process. to
,

,

.2. students will understand the trial and error approach
task. .'td

-,

, ,QD %--,

JThe students will understand the similarities and differences
between the planning process and the trial and error process

, in task EiccamplishMent.'
.

?

5-6t 1. The students will understand that-the.pl g-procesatS;-:,
amore effective approach foF task accdmpi ent thantrial

)).', and error.

E. The students will be able to onstrate-effective study and. leatning
vskills,

-

-88-
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0i1

.k-1: 1. TO students will be awa of what consittutes effective
-atudy and learningskills.

111k

The students will understand wh4t...,cohstitutes effective
study and learning skills.

.0>
2. The students will understand how thnir effective study skills

..applTin a study. situaion.

5-6: Tfie.stilhents will Icr:wpre df how thei"ffective,studY-,
skills combine to f a study-system.'

*2. The etudents Ntll understand the importance of developing
their own effectivestudy system.
. .

F. The Students will be able to employ ltstening and speakin skills
that allow for involvement in classroom disCussionS aftd ac tvities.

K-1: 1. The students will be Aware of listening skills and how to
use them in the classroom.

2. The students will'be aware o speaking skills and ow to
use them in the classroom.

2-4: 1. The students will understand listening skills,and how to
use them in the classrocim.'

P
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A

-

. The students wIllunderstandspeaking skills and how to
use them in the tlassroom.

*4
,

11.

._

1

5-6: 1. The students will' understand the applications of -listening: \
elsAlls and ltow to use theip in etie taassroOi.,' ,

*
4 t

2. Thestudents will understand the applIcations ot speaking, .C,
.skills and how to Use them in the Classroom. ' 1.

; ,)

_
.. .

The students will be able torealistically evaluate ab111ty, progresi,
snd methods of improvement 'in varioussubjeceareas.

,

- .. .

K-11: 1. The students will be aware of v* ousimettod6I,of.
evaluation. , - 6...,

I
11 .

2-4: 1. The students will undie1:stand various methods'of'evaluation.
-

2. The students Will he aware tfyarip4s-Metfiods of improvement
in subject areas.

5-6: 1. The students will understand how to apply various methods of
evaluation in defermining ability, progress, and the t

effectiveness of methods 'of improvement in Various subject
areas: -- . s

,...

-°

. The students will be able to::recognizehow indiVidUal abilitieb aid
N

in accomplishing different tasks. 7

4
.

a
K ;].: 1. The students will beawarie of, the abilities of thetSelves'

and others. . :
:at :.

. .

, ..,

. 2-4: 1; The students will-be aware of the developmedt of abilities,
inthemselves ant others; ...

10'. k'.

c(

2., The students wilt beaware of hOw the abilitie the*lves4HMkt ms
, .

and others. canitontribute to the-sued'ess of daily routine.

) 1, 1 .
I

-1

5 -6: -1. The students ,',111 understand how iddividual ability differences
contribute tortHe completion of specific tasks.

I. The.siudents\till be ae tprecognize that learning occurs in all - .

_types of life situaticits. .

. ;''..
A.

..i.

, _

K -1: .1. The student; wil'I.be aware of what .constitutes learning.

. '', .
2. The stud

daily li
s will,be aware that Iearningtakes place in their

-899-
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